ONLINE

Hopes, Hurdles & Hows · July 4 – 15, 2022
Our 8th annual Self-Reg Summer Symposium (SRSS) is coming your way this July!
Join Stuart Shanker, Susan Hopkins and Self-Reggers from around the world to explore
Self-Reg Havens in our third virtual symposium. A Haven is not only a place. Havens
are nurtured through our actions, through people, our relationships and the spaces
held between. In a Haven, everyone feels safe in every way: physically, neuroceptively,
emotionally, socially and culturally. In a Haven, Self-Reg frames all and where values
come before action plans. Havens are not about perfection, but a social ecology of
people – children, educators, staff, families – contributing their strengths and skills in
healthy and interdependence-promoting ways. The safety and relationships found in a
Haven unlock the child’s potential and learning can occur.
Stuart Shanker says he knows when he is in a Self-Reg Haven within 90 seconds of
walking in the front door. Do you? SRSS 2022 will be our deepest dive yet into exactly
what that means and give you the spark and direction on how to move every context
to a relationship-based Haven. We will explore:
•
•
•
•

Hopes (the science), Hurdles & Hows when nurturing a Self-Reg Haven
The 5 all important look fors of a Haven: Safe, Rooted, Balanced, Capable & Trusted
The importance of being WIRED for well-being; Wellness, Inclusion, Resilience,
Equity & Development
How to tackle explosive or disruptive behaviour, staff well-being & morale, happy
homes and much more with a Self-Reg, not self-control, lens grounded in
neuroscience

Join us at SRSS to learn how you can create a Self-Reg Haven in your school, early years
center, home, organization or community!

FULL REGISTRATION

$595

FULL EQUITY PRICING

$395

LUMINARY TALKS ONLY

$195

All registrations will have access to SRSS 2022 content until August 31, 2022.
Extended access until the end of 2022 can be purchased during registration.

REGISTER HERE
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SELF-REG SUMMER SYMPOSIUM SNAPSHOT
Join whenever you want over July to access new content released daily!
All times in EDT. All live Luminaries, Breakouts and Panels will be recorded and made available for anytime viewing until the end of August 2022.

WEEK 1
10:00 AM EDT · Welcome! SRSS 2022 Opening with Susan Hopkins
Join us on Monday July 4th, as Susan Hopkins officially opens SRSS 2022 with a warm
welcome and acknowledgement of the Indigenous Peoples of all the lands that will be
joining us throughout the symposium.

11:00 AM EDT · Luminary · The Pathway to a Safe and Secure Childhood
with Stuart Shanker
Safety—a primal sense of all-encompassing safety that is felt and experienced not just
cognitively, but deep within the brain and body—is the foundation for everything we
want for our children. Feeling safe impacts children’s social and emotional
development, learning, relationships, well-being and even their ability to care for
others. In his opening luminary, Dr. Shanker will explore the Self-Reg view of safety on
a deeper level than ever before, helping us see how we can foster a safe and secure
childhood for all kids. In particular, he will explore how developing this sense of safety
plays out on a subconscious level, including:
•
•
•

Neuroception: the ability of our brain/body systems to recognize someone as a
potential threat and equally, a source of safety and security
Limbic communication: safety is rooted in the capacity of the limbic system, which
operates beneath the level of cognition, to form emotional associations that enable
children to feel safe
Healthy relationships and safe learning environments: utilizing neuroception and
limbic communication to foster children’s development, learning and overall wellbeing?
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1:00 PM EDT · Luminary · Teams on the Brink of Burnout: Can Self-Reg Help?
with Susan Hopkins
Team cohesion is a vital asset in any school, organization or community. But it’s hard
to find cohesion when many team members are on the brink of burnout. Let’s face it,
the last two years have been tough on everybody, especially professionals in
educational settings. People have worked diligently and selflessly to meet professional
expectations, new challenges, and, of course, address unique and increasing needs of
children. But, even though they’ve done their best, many people are running on
empty. In fact, the Ontario-based advocacy group People for Education described a
“perfect storm of stress,” including staff shortages, stressed out principals, tired
parents and overwrought children.
We need to both feel and then address the complex, multi-layered impacts of this
heightened stress on our colleagues, our team and ourselves. In this important and
timely luminary talk Susan Hopkins will share her vision for how the Self-Reg
Framework can help, not just on a personal level, but on a systemic level.
•
•
•

How can we restore relationships that are necessary for
team cohesion?
What are some of the unique challenges we are facing
such as absenteeism, low productivity, and
maladaptive modes of self-regulation?
How can Self-Reg transform our approach to
human resources in ways that enable us to find
and address the hopes, hurdles and how-tos of
restoring team cohesion in these unprecedented
times?

3:00 PM EDT · Self-Reg Breakout OR Facilitated Action Planning
Self-Reg Breakout · The Power of Co-Regulation with Vicki Parnell
Co-regulation can be a powerful way to create a Self-Reg "haven" for any person, any
time, anywhere. This interactive session will include a light dip into research on coregulation, followed by both small-group and whole-group discussion. Our focus will
be on sharing personal stories and examples as a learning tool to help us all get a
better understanding of how co-regulation looks and feels in different situations and
with different people.
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3:00 PM EDT · Self-Reg Breakout OR Facilitated Action Planning (cont.)
Facilitated Action Planning with TMC Self-Reg Mentors
For anyone who has been asked to develop a plan for the coming year, demonstrate
their learning from SRSS or personally feel they would like to ground themselves with
a plan going forward, these open 1-hour sessions offer an opportunity to drop in and
chat with a couple of TMC’s mentors. Our mentors will be available as a resource to
support you in developing a personalized Self-Reg action plan, exploring Self-Reg in
action in your context.
Whether you come with a template in hand or would like to use the planning tool we
will share alongside this session, this is a dedicated time where our experienced SelfReg leaders can help you:
•
•
•

Bring a Self-Reg lens to work out how to deal with a particular challenge or
problem you have been dealing with.
Have a small group dialogue with others who are dealing with similar challenges.
By being a co-regulator for anyone who might be overwhelmed with their learning.
Our mentors and your fellow Self-Reggers can provide a little co-regulation!

Attendees will set the agenda via their questions, needs and goals. Small goals are
best because, as we know, action planning takes time. Our mentors will help your to
navigate how to start, and then you would follow up with some time on your own.
Mentors are a great resource for floating ideas and for unsticking those things that
need unsticking! Mentors will not do the work for you but when you show up with
idea to share or questions to ask, they are here for you!

These are group drop-in sessions, so feel free to pop in
whenever it works for you, no need to attend each
day. As it is a group session, we will seek to
honour the voices of all who attend, sharing
the mentor’s time and input as we learn
alongside the context of others.
If you are interested in one-on-one mentoring
sessions or would like a follow-up mentoring
session after SRSS, check out self-reg.ca/mentors.
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9:00 AM EDT · Coffee & Connecting
Connecting with Self-Reg friends is always a highlight of SRSS! Join your fellow
conference goers each day at 9 am EDT to renew acquaintances, meet new people,
and share stories and questions in a relaxed and friendly Zoom drop-in.

10:00 AM EDT · Self-Reggers On Inclusion with Susan Hopkins & Fellow Self-Reggers
New for this year’s symposium, these hybrid ‘Self-Reggers On…” sessions are a
dedicated time to explore hopes, hurdles and hows in relation to various topics and
communities. Here is a quick outline of our 8 sessions:
July 5

Inclusion

July 11 Wellness

July 6

Resilience

July 12 Havens-Parents

July 7

Equity

July 13 Havens-Schools

July 8

Development

July 14 Havens-Early Years

We will share a short, pre-recorded video from our Executive Director, Susan Hopkins,
who will explore hopes and hurdles with a Self-Reg lens in relation to the day’s topic.
Then, at the specified time, all attendees as well as our Self-Reg Mentors will join
online on a shared virtual whiteboard space for attendees to share their hows from
their context. And no worries if you can’t join at that time, the video and the virtual
whiteboard will remain accessible throughout July, so please feel free to keep adding
throughout SRSS or as new ideas come to mind. We will share all of the collected
responses as a resource at the end of SRSS.
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11:00 AM EDT · Luminary · Bowls & Baskets: What Are Our Hopes, Hurdles & How
Tos When Filling Them? (Part 1) with Lynnita-Jo Guillet & Taunya Paquette
“Reconciliation must support Aboriginal peoples as they heal from the destructive legacies
of colonization that have wreaked such havoc in their lives. But it must do even more.
Reconciliation must inspire Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal peoples to transform Canadian
society so that our children and grandchildren can live together in dignity, peace, and
prosperity on these lands we now share.”
-Truth and Reconciliation Commission Final Report (Executive Summary, p 8)
This luminary session will be an opportunity to come together in a safe, open space to
share with us and each other.
There is a continuum, one end is solely informing Indigenous Peoples and
communities, the next is consultation, then accommodation, and towards the other
end of the continuum is real engagement and deeper co-creation of plans. What does
this mean and where are we? Topics:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Truth as a Precondition to Reconciliation
Diverse Indigenous Peoples
Indigenous Rights, Law and Legal Traditions, and Arising Obligations
Traditional Knowledge and Relationship with Land and the Natural Environment
Planners’ Engagement with Indigenous Communities
Capacity in Indigenous Communities
Building and Maintaining Relationships and Respect
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1:00 PM EDT · Luminary · Are the Children Ok? with Gerard Costa
This presentation will consider the simple acts of listening to and “feeling with” infants
and young children. Article 12 of the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child sets out
that every child has a right to express their views and have them taken seriously. But is
it clear to the children that we are interested? Are we authentically listening? Every
baby, every child, every adolescent, every adult, every aging being, need to be heard.
Beginning with human touch, with our face, eyes and ears, with our preverbal and
nonverbal gestures, intonation, movement, posture and pacing, we establish a
connectedness that underlies our highest visions, our capacities to face stress and
overcome hurdles, and that serves as our external – then internal haven - for safety,
regulation and love. But are these the benchmarks we have created in our systems of
care and education? This is a different kind of “Call to Arms”.
3:00 PM EDT · Facilitated Action Planning with TMC Self-Reg Mentors
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7:00 PM EDT · FREE PARENT NIGHT · An Introduction to Self-Reg for Parents
with Susan Hopkins
“The well-being of children is inseparable from the well-being of the critical adults in their
lives.”
-Dr. Stuart Shanker
The challenges of the last couple of years have placed new demands on the shoulders
of parents and caregivers. In this free-of-charge presentation, Susan Hopkins will
introduce you to Self-Reg, Dr. Stuart Shanker’s very practical and helpful method that
can help parents understand and address the excess stress that is usually at the root
of most troubling child behaviour and parenting problems, including the challenges
and stress stemming from the last two and a half years. Susan will show you a new
path to becoming the parent you’d like to be.
•
•
•
•
•

The impacts of excessive stress on kids’ behaviour and moods, and also on parents
The difference between misbehaviour and stress behaviour
“Hidden stressors” that are affecting today’s children
Practical strategies that will help parents recognize and reduce the stressors that
contribute children’s behaviour and mood issues
The importance of Self-Reg for parents themselves

This is a great chance to dip your toes into Shanker
Self-Reg®! We also welcome anyone who works with
children to partake of this free online session, as it will
be relevant for contexts other than parenting.
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9:00 AM EDT · Coffee & Connecting
10:00 AM EDT · Self-Reggers On Resilience
11:00 AM EDT · Luminary · Mino Bimaadiziwin: Ni jichaag with Susy Komishin
Which is the Good Life: My Spirit (or the Spirit Within)
The belief that one can achieve the good life by finding balance, harmony and wellbeing in our mind, body and spirit. We need to strive to nurture all the elements of
our life; physical, mental, emotional and spiritual elements. There is an understanding
that we are interconnected to all living and nonliving things and this affects our life as
well. In caring for one's spirit we believe there is something greater than ourselves,
there is more to a human than a physical, intellectual or emotional aspect. That
spiritual aspect or essence of one's being also requires nurturing to find balance.
1:00 PM EDT · Luminary · What Can Parents Do in Such Stressful Times? with
Stuart Shanker
Stress, both positive and negative, is a normal part of life, including parenting. But it’s
no secret that the past two-and-a-half years have seen families experience not only
increased levels of stress, but also new stressors we haven’t seen before. And amidst
all of this heightened stress, the core roles, tasks, responsibilities and goals of parents
have remained about the same. Dr. Shanker will illuminate how parents can navigate
these challenging times:
•
•
•
•
•

What to do about your own stress
What to watch for in your children’s stress and how to respond
How to maintain and restore our parent/child relationships that are so important
to both our children’s well-being and our own
Ways in which we might be unwittingly heightening our family stress levels
New ways to think about how to find energy and brain balance in parenting

At times Dr. Shanker will remind us of things we already know but may have forgotten.
But other times, his answers will surprise and lead us to new “aha moments,” that give
us hope for the future.
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3:00 PM EDT · Self-Reg Breakout OR Facilitated Action Planning
Self-Reg Breakout · To Be Announced
Facilitated Action Planning with TMC Self-Reg Mentors

9:00 AM EDT · Coffee & Connecting
10:00 AM EDT · Self-Reggers On Equity
11:00 AM EDT · Luminary · How to Repossess your
Identity After Leaving the Child Welfare System
with Chanice McAnuff
More information coming soon!
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1:00 PM EDT · Luminary · Reducing and Eliminating Restraint, Seclusion, and
Punitive Discipline and How Self-Reg Can Help with Guy Stephens
Restraint, seclusion, suspension, expulsion, and corporal punishment are among the
many punitive discipline practices happening in schools worldwide. In the name of
behavior, many children are subjected to a constant stream of imposed
consequences. Disabled, Black, and brown children are disproportionately subjected
to harsh discipline practices leading students down the school-to-prison pipeline. In
this talk, we will focus on the impact of punitive consequences, with an emphasis on
the use of restraint and seclusion.
Restraint and seclusion are outdated and dangerous approaches to crisis
management that can lead to trauma, serious injuries, and even death. While intended
as a measure of last resort, these interventions are often used when a child is
noncompliant, disrespectful, or exhibits minor behaviors. While not intended as
disciplinary practices, they are often utilized as a form of discipline. Restraint and
seclusion provide no educational or therapeutic value. In the United States, 80% of
physical restraints and 77% of seclusions impact disabled children.
In this talk, we will discuss the use of restraint and seclusion in schools. We will begin
by defining key terms related to restraint and seclusion. Next, we will explore the legal
landscape around the use of these interventions. We will explore myths and
misconceptions related to restraint and seclusion. Then diving in deeper, we will
discuss the impact of restraint and seclusion on children, teachers, and staff. Finally,
we will talk about how restraint and seclusion can be reduced and eliminated and how
Self-Reg can help.
3:00 PM EDT · Facilitated Action Planning with
TMC Self-Reg Mentors
7:00 PM EDT · Self-Reggers Around the World
Connecting with Self-Reg friends is always a
highlight of SRSS! Join your fellow conference
goers at this more international-friendly time to
renew acquaintances, meet new people, and
share stories and questions in a relaxed and
friendly Zoom drop-in.
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9:00 AM EDT · Coffee & Connecting
10:00 AM EDT · Self-Reggers On Development
11:00 AM EDT · Luminary · What Do Children Need For Healthy Development?
with Jean Clinton
Most of us have a pretty fair idea of what children generally need for healthy
development: love, relationships, security, stability, emotional support etc. But within
that frame there are many variables, including children’s ages and stages of
development. In this luminary, child psychiatrist, and perennial SRSS favourite, Jean
Clinton will draw from her vast knowledge and experience to look at children’s unique
needs at key timeframes of child development: early years, elementary school,
secondary school and beyond, including:
•
•
•
•

What do relationships look like (and what are the challenges) unique to each stage?
How can we co-regulate with children of different ages?
How do the stressors that affect children change as children grow and mature?
What can we, as adults, to nurture and support children as they move through the
stages of development?

Always an engaging and enlightening speaker, Dr. Jean is sure to leave you feeling
energized, informed and hopeful!
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WEEK 2
9:00 AM EDT · Coffee & Connecting
10:00 AM EDT · Self-Reggers On Wellness
11:00 AM EDT · Luminary · How to Nurture a Self-Reg Haven, For Real with Susan
Hopkins
It’s not hard to love the idea of creating a Self-Reg Haven in our school, early learning
centre or family. The question is how do you do that. In this luminary talk Susan
Hopkins will focus directly on the how-to, with a focus on educational settings
including primary, early years, secondary and even post-secondary. Attendees will gain
new insights on:
The Self-Reg Haven as an ecosystem
• focusing on the environment as a whole, growing a haven over time,
• strategically thought-out steps, nurturing on-going learning with the end goal of a
haven in mind
Your ecosystem and Self-Reg
• Self-Reg is the starting point, but how do you use your knowledge of brain/body
science, the 5 steps and the 5 domains to creating a Self-Reg Haven ecosystem?
What you can do as an educator
• How growing your haven ecosystem can fit within educational systems and
realities such as curriculum goals, school discipline and policies, sorting out what
you can influence

Self-Reg Havens and “that” child
• How your ecosystem design and creation interfaces
with the work you do with challenging children
Learning from experience, success and missteps
• Stories and anecdotes that illustrate the
learning process—the stopping, reassessing,
evaluating and rebalancing––inherent in
creating an ecosystem
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1:00 PM EDT · Luminary · The Science of Compassion and Self-Reg with Paula
Jurczak
Compassion is the social connector between beings. What underlies compassion and
how compassion benefits self and others at a brain and nervous system level will be
explored. What happens when stress abounds, compassion wanes and us/them
divisions erupt? Compassion brings us back to self and co-regulation supporting the 5
Look For's, that lead to empathic resonance, wellness and human kindness.
3:00 PM EDT · Self-Reg Breakout OR Facilitated Action Planning
Self-Reg Breakout · To Be Announced
Facilitated Action Planning with TMC Self-Reg Mentors
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9:00 AM EDT · Coffee & Connecting
10:00 AM EDT · Self-Reggers on Havens: Parents
11:00 AM EDT · FAQ · Votre enfant, Self-Reg et
vous
avec Stuart Shanker
Plus d'informations à venir !
A French language version Stuart Shanker’s iconic
Self-Reg book is coming out this fall! To celebrate the
upcoming release of Votre enfant, Self-Reg et vous :
comprendre l'autorégulation pour vivre mieux, we’re
hosting a Q & A with Stuart for francophone parents
with the help of a live French translator.

COMMANDER À
L’AVANCE

1:00 PM EDT · Walking Our Talk Panel · Working with Parents: What Matters?
What Works?
A panel of experienced Self-Reg practitioners and leader will share their experiences
and lessons-learned around how Self-Reg can inform and enhance our work with
parents: building relationships, recognizing and addressing stressors, teamwork etc.
3:00 PM EDT · Facilitated Action Planning with TMC Self-Reg Mentors

7:00 PM EDT · Self-Reggers Around the World
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9:00 AM EDT · Coffee & Connecting
10:00 AM EDT · Self-Reggers on Havens: Schools
11:00 AM EDT · Luminary · Is an Emotionally Safe School More Than Just a Dream?
with Stuart Shanker
Dr. Shanker has been talking about schools as Self-Reg Havens for years now. And
many, many educators have not only embraced this ideal, they have undertaken
concerted action to create emotionally safe havens in schools, early learning centres
and families. Stuart would be the first to say that a world filled with Self-Reg Havens is
more than just an idealistic dream. It is possible! But, he also acknowledges the
challenges and hurdles that can come with building and maintaining Self-Reg havens.
For one thing, creating havens brings us smack up against the age-old self-control
mindset that has been dominant in both education and child-rearing for centuries. In
this luminary, Stuart will shine the light on how to move our haven quests to the next
level, including:
•
•
•

What we need to do about overcoming entrenched self-control-based structures,
procedures and institutional goals, and the stress this creates
How our limbic system can hijack our efforts to create emotionally safe havens
without us even realizing
What we need to understand, and more importantly, what concrete, inclusive and
productive actions we can take to overcome the remaining barriers to creating an
emotionally safe school

1:00 PM EDT · Walking Our Talk Panel · Schools & Communities
Hosted by Cathy Lethbridge
Join our panelists as they share their journeys learning to “walk the talk” of Self-Reg in
various school and community settings. We’ll hear from educators, individuals and
leaders from different walks of life.
3:00 PM EDT · Self-Reg Breakout OR Facilitated Action Planning
Self-Reg Breakout · To Be Announced
Facilitated Action Planning with TMC Self-Reg Mentors
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9:00 AM EDT · Coffee & Connecting
10:00 AM EDT · Self-Reggers on Havens: The Early Years
11:00 AM EDT · Luminary · 11:00 AM EDT · Luminary · Bowls & Baskets (Part 2)
with Lynnita-Jo Guillet & Taunya Paquette
Join Lynnita-Jo and Taunya for their second Bowls & Baskets luminary to continue the
conversation, weaving in learning from across the symposium.
1:00 PM EDT · Walking Our Talk Panel · Self-Reg in the Early Years
Our final panel will focus on early development and learning. How has Self-Reg
supported and enhanced our care and work with young children in families and group
settings? Special guest: the wonderful Jean Clinton!
3:00 PM EDT · Facilitated Action Planning with TMC Self-Reg Mentors
7:00 PM EDT · Self-Reggers Around the World
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10:00 AM EDT · Looking Back, Looking Forward: Q&A Session with Stuart Shanker
& Susan Hopkins
SRSS is always an amazing combination of connection and learning. Now what? How
do we take all this knowledge and translate it into meaningful change as we move into
the new school year? Join us for an engaging Q & A with Stuart and Susan. Submit
questions and get answers that will help you work out your next steps and goals in
working with your school, community and colleagues.
11:00 AM EDT · Closing Luminary · Now What? A Dialogue with Susan Hopkins &
Stuart Shanker
Be sure to join in as our 8th Annual summer symposium winds up as Susan and Stuart
share a dialogue that will bring the key ideas and lessons full circle. Susan will show a
slide from each presenter that summarizes one hope, hurdle or haven related to our
theme of nurturing Self-Reg Havens. Stuart and Susan will discuss the challenges,
problems and opportunities that were raised across all presentations, weaving them
together to tell the “story” of SRSS. Where are we now? Where do we go from here?
What are the first steps in getting there?
This session is sure to leave you energized, inspired and hopeful as we say farewell for
another year.
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ON DEMAND
Prior to the launch of SRSS we will make all of our Self-Reg 101 For All Professional
Learning Series videos available for full SRSS attendees. These videos hosted by TMC
Executive Director Susan Hopkins are a wonderful Intro to Shanker Self-Reg® for
anyone joining us for the first time or a quick refresher on some Self-Reg basics, ready
to dive into all the great content en route.
Our various 101 Professional Learning Series are great tools for bringing your Self-Reg
learning from SRSS back to share with your team. Their built in discussion guides,
videos, and additional readings and resources allow the flexibility for teams to set
their own pace and sow some Self-Reg seeds with their team or community either inperson or online. Each full series is $600 per team of 25.
These series are also now available for individuals on the Shanker Self-Reg® Learning
Hub for $35.

Join us for more compelling and often surprising TED-style Self-Reg Talks! Self-Reg
experts from around the world will energize and inspire you with short compelling
personal stories about Self-Reg Havens: what their haven looks like, the steps and
missteps enroute to building a haven and anecdotes about the difference a Self-Reg
Haven can make!
A new Self-Reg Talk will be released each day, allowing you to pick and choose which
ones pique your interest.
Welcome to Our School: A Visitor's Perspective with Lisa Cranston
As a former instructional coach and then as Kindergarten and Early Years Consultant
for our local public school board, part of my job was going out and supporting
educators, administrators, students, parents, and trustees in our schools. Looking at
this experience through a Self-Reg lens, I reflected on all of those schools that I visited.
What were the factors that created the sense of a Nurturing Self-Reg Haven in some
buildings? In this talk, I’ll share my observations about what made me feel welcome
and safe in the schools I visited.
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ON DEMAND
Continuing to Build a Haven at HOME Through So Much Change! with Arlene
Robinson
Retirement, adult kids moving back in, pandemic, a grandchild, a small house. My
home has been my haven and in the last two years disrupted by so much change. I
would speak to the why and why now of maintaining our haven so that energy can be
both preserved and gained in order to preserve and build relationship, happiness,
safety and security, and of course growth for all.

A Self-Reg Anchor in Rough Seas with Marie Edwards
I'd like to share my story of how Self-Reg is supporting me through the challenges of
navigating a fractured Interbrain connection. What I am noticing in myself and my
young adult child and how I am responding are all informed by Self-Reg making it
easier for me to understand what is at play.

The Hurdles, Hows, and Hopes for Professional Learning Havens with Marie
Edwards
My research titled "Developing teachers' self-regulation to support stress
management" is culminating this year as I finish writing my thesis. This talk would
capture some of the take aways from this research. It would focus on Self-Reg
professional learning in highly stressful contexts.

Hiccups On the Road to Havens: I Cannot Think My Way Out of this One! with
Anne Showalter
How an episode of the hiccups transitioned my understanding of Self-Reg from a
cognitive awareness to an embodied practice.
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ON DEMAND
What Am I Missing? The 5 Haven Look Fors in Action with Liz Shepherd
Over the last 7 years, I've grown both personally and as a leader. Interacting with my
team fills up my tank everyday but leading can also be some of the most demanding
parts of my week. Like Self-Reg, I'm always growing and evolving. Connecting with the
5 Look fors of a Self-Reg Haven really helped me approach challenging situations with
Self-Reg first and also see myself with soft eyes when I haven't been able to meet the
needs of my team.

Transformative Leadership Without a Title with Joe Persia
Self-Reggers lead by example within their various organizations. Leadership is a
phenomenon that radiates from within a sphere of influence to envelope all
organizational members. The journey towards a Haven culture is multifaceted and not
unidirectional.

Can a Haven Be a Person? Lessons Learnt Through My Needle Phobia with Melissa
Raine
In my decades of living with an intense needle phobia, I've learned that the
pathologist's "bedside manner" is make or break. My most recent experience was a
life lesson that made me wonder whether a haven has to be a physical space.

Just Breathe: You've Got It in You with Claire Zlobin
Life, beautiful unpredictable, chaotic at times and yet so routine. A beginning and an
end. It's uncontrollable and yet we spend much of our life trying to control all areas of
not just our lives but those around us. In this talk, I'll share my hopes for my 30's and
hurdles and accomplishments along the way. The main thing I've learnt about hurdles
is it doesn't matter if you jump clear over it, knock it over, step or even crawl over it,
the important thing is to move past it.
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ON DEMAND
Team-Reg with Heather Bredin
The bumpy and winding path of Self-Reg learning that I believed I was taking alone. I
discovered that it was not just me, but a team, on a Self-Reg journey, helping and
supporting each other along the way.

Sewing the Seeds of Self-Reg with Christine Mumford & Shelley Elmhurst
Discussion about where our successful journey began for Northumberland County,
and how we have been sewing the seeds of Self-Reg throughout our Early Years
system, over the last four years. Creating Self-Reg Champions at all of our childcares,
EarlyON and special needs resource program sites. We are excited to share our
Hopes, Hurdles and Hows of our Journey.

One Small School - One Big Haven with Lisa Pinhorn
I want to share the story of a little school in rural Newfoundland who is cultivating a
haven with therapeutic yoga for their staff and students. I have been working with
them for a year and it has finally gotten off the ground. It is so exciting to see the staff
supporting emotionally safe spaces with understanding of body work, mindfulness,
and yoga. It is story packed with HOPE & future growth.

Reframing the "Myths" as we Work to Create Havens with Arlene Robinson
Arlene will support our exploration of the 7 Myths of Self-Reg. These are hurdles we
encounter within ourselves and as we share the learning with others. Building on past
experience we will discuss Reducing the stress around these so that the goal of Haven
can be realized.
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STUART SHANKER
Founder & Visionary, The MEHRIT Centre, D. Phil
Dr. Stuart Shanker is a Distinguished Research Professor
Emeritus of Philosophy and Psychology and the Founder & Visionary
of The MEHRIT Centre, Ltd. His latest books “Reframed: Self-Reg for a
Just Society” (University of Toronto Press 2020) and “Self-Reg Schools:
A Handbook for Educators” (Pearson 2019) co-authored with Susan
Hopkins is a follow-up to “Calm, Alert and Learning: Classroom
Strategies for Self-Regulation” (Pearson 2012). His book, “Self-Reg:
How to Help Your Child (and You) Break the Stress Cycle and Successfully Engage With Life”
(2016), still garners enthusiastic reviews and media attention throughout North America and has
been published in the UK, the US, Poland, Germany, China, South Korea, The Netherlands, and
the Czech Republic.
In 2012 Dr. Shanker founded The MEHRIT Centre as a Self-Reg learning and information centre.
Stuart commits considerable time to bringing the research and science of Self-Reg to parents,
early childhood educators, teachers, educational leaders, health practitioners and communities
through his writings, presentations, online courses, webinars, social media and a blog entitled,
“The Self-Reg View”. Read more about Dr. Shanker here.

SUSAN HOPKINS
Executive Director, The MEHRIT Centre, EdD
Susan has over 20 years of experience in in all levels of education,
including roles as teacher, vice-principal, curriculum developer, and
inclusion coordinator. Through her work in Canada and internationally
with The MEHRIT Centre, Susan's leadership has advanced Shanker
Self-Reg® learnings, amplifying Self-Reg initiatives that support
children, adults and communities. Susan co-authored the Self-Reg
Schools Handbook for Educators with Dr. Stuart Shanker.
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HEATHER BREDIN
Born in small town Ontario, Heather followed in her mother’s
footsteps and has enjoyed a15 year teaching career. She enjoys
playing soccer and cooking for her family, which includes her two
children, husband and mother in law. Right now Heather is teaching
kindergarten virtually and taking as many Self-Reg classes as humanly
possible.

MARILYN BARROS
Finding Self-Reg, The Shanker Method® was something Marilyn had
been looking for, for a long time. She has always been a person who
tries to see the positive in others and learning about Self-Reg has
helped her learn the science behind our actions. Marilyn’s experiences
as a mom have taught her so much. Her career has taken her from
residential services, vocational services, supporting mental health
services then into the school system to her current role as an
Occupational Therapy Assistant in paediatrics. In each of these roles,
she has had the opportunity to meet and learn from so many children
and their families.

LAURA CESARONI
PhD, RP
Laura received her Ph.D from OISE/University of Toronto. Her area of
interest was within developmental psychology, psychological and
educational assessment and counseling. Currently she is a Registered
Psychotherapist (CRPO #002669) with the College of Registered
Psychotherapists of Ontario. Laura’s early training began at the Clarke
Institute of Psychiatry and the Hospital for Sick Children as a
Psychometrist and research assistant. She has worked in a number of
organizations and had a private practice. Her experience with families and children with learning,
attention and developmental challenges spans over 20 years in the field. Family Education
Resource Network (FERN) was inspired by Laura as a way to support more families and children
in meaningful ways. She began fund raising for FERN through annual rummage sales from her
home. Today FERN has developed into a not-for-profit community of caring families, children and
staff. Laura works as a clinician at FERN. She is compassionate and believes that the supports
and services at FERN must come from the ground up- families play a critical role in the
development of programs. More recently, Laura has been training with The MEHRIT Centre,
bringing the science of Self-Reg to the families, students and staff at FERN. She believes that
Shanker Self-Reg® is a critical journey with the potential to move us all towards wellbeing and
resiliency.
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JEAN CLINTON
BMus MD FRCP(C), Clinical Professor McMaster University
Department of Psychiatry and Behavioural Neurosciences
Dr. Jean Clinton is a Clinical Professor, Department of Psychiatry and
Behavioural Neurosciences at McMaster, division of Child Psychiatry.
She is on staff at McMaster Children’s Hospital with cross appointments in Pediatrics and Family
Medicine, and an Associate in the Department of Child Psychiatry at
Sick Children’s Hospital. She is a member on the MindUP Scientific
Advisory Board as well as a MindUP for Families Advisor. She was a
Fellow of the Child Trauma Academy, and is a Zero to Three Academy Fellow since 2013. She has
been a consultant to children and youth mental health programs, child welfare, and primary care
for over 30 years. Dr. Clinton was appointed as an education advisor to the Premier of Ontario
and the Minister of Education 2014 - 2018.
Dr. Clinton is renowned nationally and internationally as an advocate for children’s issues. Her
special interest lies in brain development, and the crucial role relationships and connectedness
play. Jean champions the development of a national, comprehensive child well-being strategy
including a system of early learning and care for all young children and their families. She is
equally committed to ensuring that children’s and youths’ needs and voices are heard and
respected.
Dr. Clinton has also authored her first book, Love Builds Brains which can be ordered online
through Tall Pines Press, on Amazon and in bookstores everywhere.

GERARD COSTA
Gerard Costa served as the founding director of the Center for Autism
and Early Childhood Mental and a Professor in the Department of
Teaching and Learning at Montclair State University. He is a member
of the faculty of the Infant and Early Childhood Development (IECD)
Ph.D. program at Fielding University (formerly the ICDL Graduate
School). He serves as a trustee and President of the Interdisciplinary
Council on Development and Learning, and has served as a consultant
to ZERO TO THREE for the past 20+ years. He received his Ph.D. in
Developmental Psychology from Temple University and was one of the
first 16 recipients of the DIR certificate by Dr. Stanley Greenspan and Dr. Serena Wieder.
He is a trained faculty member in the Brazelton Touchpoints Model and holds a “Self-Reg”
Certificate from the MEHRIT Center in Canada, led by Dr. Stuart Shanker. He holds an
endorsement as an Infant Mental Health Clinical Mentor, through the New Jersey Association for
Infant Mental Health and Michigan Association for Infant Mental Health. Gerry has many more
qualifications and accomplishments.
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LISA CRANSTON
Lisa Cranston is a recently retired educator with over thirty years of
experience. She has taught grades kindergarten to four and worked as
an instructional coach for literacy and mathematics. Lisa spent the last
eleven years of her career in education as the educational consultant
for kindergarten and primary grades and led the implementation of
Full-Day Kindergarten for her school board from 2010 – 2015. Lisa
believes that Shanker Self-Reg® has changed how she views both her
own behaviour and that of others, and her goal is to help others to
‘lend their calm’ to those around them. Lisa blogs about her Self-Reg
reflections and learning at lisacran.blogspot.com.
Lisa recently completed a doctoral degree in Educational Leadership at Western University,
studying policy enactment of self-regulation curriculum expectations in kindergarten. She has a
Master’s degree in Curriculum Studies from the University of Windsor and an undergraduate
degree in Early Childhood Education from Ryerson University in Toronto.

MARIE EDWARDS
BEd, BSpEd, MEd
With more than 30 years of experience as an educator, Marie has
worked in Canada and Australia across a diversity of teaching and
leadership roles. Her interest in and practice of Self-Reg ignited in
2010 after hearing a keynote address by Dr. Shanker. This sparked a
transformational shift in her work as a principal/teacher in British
Columbia and personal growth as a parent. It also inspired further
research through a Masters of Educational Leadership, investigating
the impact of learning environments on students’ self-regulation. Marie
continues to learn through The MEHRIT Centre Self-Reg courses having completed Foundations,
Facilitators, Leadership and Masters units courses. Now residing in Nova Scotia, Marie is a fulltime Ph.D. candidate through the University of Tasmania, Australia. Her research seeks to
understand how teachers in a regional low socioeconomic school context develop and apply selfregulation knowledge and skills to support the management of stress.
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SHELLEY ELMHURST
Shelley is a Registered Early Childhood Educator who has worked in the
childcare sector for 25 years. She is currently working at Five Counties
Children’s Centre as a Resource Consultant supporting children and
Early Learning programs in Northumberland County. Shelley is also a
practicing Triple P Parenting practitioner and worked as a
Communicative Disorders Assistant. Shelley started on her Self-Reg
journey by attending the Self-Reg Summer Symposium in 2018. She
has since completed the Early Childhood Development Course, all
Foundations and Facilitators programs through The MEHRIT Centre.
Shelley actively applies this knowledge and the language of Self-Reg in her daily interactions with
childcare educators, children and families and has witnessed firsthand the excitement and “a-ha”
moments of educators who have embraced Self-Reg for themselves and their programs.

LYNNITA-JO GUILLET
Lynnita is from the Crane Clan and her spirit name given is
waanzhibiiyaa noopomiing or Forest Pool of Water. Lynnita was born
on the territory of the Sokaogon Chippewa Tribe of Mole Lake,
Wisconsin where her extended family still lives. She currently resides
in Thunder Bay and Fort William First Nation Territory, signatory to the
Robinson Superior treaty of 1850.
Representing the voice of community requires deep commitment to
involvement at community events at all levels. This commitment to
listen and share back with decision makers defines many of her work and life choices and
experiences.
Commitment to community while meeting the needs of students and families, advocating for
students, families and communities at community, organizational, and political levels for School
Boards (both public and Catholic), University, First Nation Organizations, and grassroots
Community level, provides relevant experience and skills to continue to develop meaningful
opportunities for all ages. Lynnita-Jo has spent 35 years developing knowledge with learners
from Kindergarten to Adult ages and states , “They have taught me a lot!”
18 years teaching in a classroom, 11 years administration, 4 years as Education Officer
Indigenous Education Office Ministry of Education, Masters of Education, Early Childhood
Education qualifications, Teacher Coaching, Special Education and Indigenous Language work,
Publications while working with Scholastic, Pearson and Nelson as well as Peer reviewed journals,
and extensive work at community level on initiatives and community led projects, are some of
Lynnita-Jo’s formal qualifications.
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PAULA JURCZAK
MA, RCC-ACS, RSW, DIR-ET
Paula is a Registered Clinical Counselor and Supervisor, Registered
Social Worker, DIR Clinician and Training Leader and Self-Regulation
consultant in BE. She specializes in assessment and treatment of
infants, children and adolescents with complex mental health issues,
specialized medical conditions and special needs.
Paula holds a Master’s in Counseling Psychology and a Bachelor’s in
Social Work. She maintains a private practice using DIR and selfregulation models to support individuals experiencing attachment and regulatory challenges,
behavioural and emotional difficulties, neurodivergent challenges and complex mental health
issues. Paula uses a strength-based, family-centered multidisciplinary approach in her practice,
and her work is informed by current research and evidence-based intervention.
Additionally, Paula provides clinical supervision to organizations and counselors seeking to enrich
their own practices.
As the Dean of eLearning for The MEHRIT Centre, she works collaboratively to support selfregulation in schools, organizations, health and social service agencies across Canada, Paula also
presents internationally and provides psychoeducational workshops, reflective parent coaching,
online support services and support groups and consultation to hospitals, mental health clinics,
preschools, and schools.

SUSY KOMISHIN
Susy Komishin is a First Nation woman from Tootinaowaziibeeng
Treaty Reserve in Manitoba. Susy has her Bachelor of Education and
has worked in the field of early childhood education for 28 years in a
variety of capacities including teacher, Director, ECE II instructor,
consultant and early learning facilitator. Susy is currently employed
with the Manitoba First Nations Education Resource Centre as the
Education Partnership Project Lead.
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CATHY LETHBRIDGE
BA, BEd, OCT
Cathy has been an educator for 34 years with the Simcoe County DSB,
the past 16 years as a principal. In her current role as Central Principal
of Well-being K-12, she is responsible for the development and
implementation of programs that support the well-being of students
and staff across the system. Cathy coaches staff, students and families
to use Self-Reg practices to enhance their well-being and to support
student achievement. She actively applies Shanker Self-Reg® in both
her personal and professional life and believes in the power of Self-Reg to change trajectories no
matter a person’s age or stage in life. Cathy enjoys facilitating online courses for The MEHRIT
Centre and presenting at various conferences and events. She is so grateful for all the amazing
people she has met through The MEHRIT Centre since she attended the first SRSS in 2015.

REBECCA LESLIE
With 15 years of classroom teaching experience, Rebecca is now an
educational consultant in the Toronto region. She is also a Self-Reg
Consultant with The MEHRIT Centre (TMC) and delivers dynamic and
interactive Self-Reg workshops to educators, parents, and community
groups in English/French. Additionally, she is a Course Facilitator for
Self-Reg online learning. She was previously part of the research team
at the Self Regulation Institute (SRI) and now works as a Project
Manager with TMC.
Drawn to Self-Reg as a way to understand stress, both negative and
positive, Rebecca is particularly interested in the brain-body connection and applying Dr.
Shanker’s framework in classrooms, families, and the workplace. With a BEd and graduate
studies at McGill University, she also holds an MEd in Developmental Psychology & Education
from the University of Toronto. Her research interests revolve around neuropsychology, sensory
systems, and exploring evidence-informed practices for enhancing teacher-student relationships.
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CHANICE MCANUFF
Chanice McAnuff is a passionate first-voice advocate with lived
experience in the Child Welfare system. As a former crown ward, she
uses her lived experiences and leadership skills to advocate for better
conditions for youth in care.
She is currently pursuing her bachelor’s degree in psychology at
McMaster University and sits on several committees including the
Youth for Change Steering Committee at the Ontario Association of
Children’s Aid Society. She is a youth rep for Child Welfare Political
Action Committee, a Board Member for York Region Children's Aid Society and more.
Chanice’s determination to fulfill a vision that consisted of stability and prosperity went beyond
herself and expanded into a goal she wanted to achieve for other youth in care. This led her to
found a non-profit organization called Project Outsiders, a youth-led “Hub” that will act as a
center for advocacy and innovative excellence for youth in and from care. Their organization
aims to bridge the gap between youth in and from care with the decision-makers that have the
power to influence their lives. They have done numerous podcasts, training workshops, events,
presentations, and creative projects to amplify the voices of youth in the sector and support
causes that will push for better outcomes after leaving the child welfare system.
Among many other things, she has experience in consulting, event coordinating, project
management, public speaking, and team building. Chanice plans to use her truth and knowledge
to evoke changes to the child welfare system nationally.

CHRISTINE MUMFORD
Christine is a Registered Early Childhood Educator who has worked in
the childcare sector for over 30 years in various capacities including
program supervisor and licensing for the Ministry. Christine currently
holds the title of Early Years Coordinator for Northumberland County
Social Services Department. Christine started her Self-Reg journey
several years ago at a Self-Reg Summer Symposium and hasn’t looked
back. She is truly inspired to bring the knowledge of Shanker Self-Reg®
to her community through her work. Christine has completed the
Early Childhood Development Course, the Foundations Course, and
her Facilitators certification through The MEHRIT Centre. Christine continues to share her
knowledge at Communities of Practice and special events.
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TAUNYA PAQUETTE
Taunya Paquette (Biidaaban Giizis Kwe- Rising Sun Woman) is Turtle
Clan from Saugeen First Nation with ties to Chapleau Ojibwe First
Nation. Taunya is the Director of the Indigenous Education Office
(EDU) where she leads the policy work and inter-governmental
relations to support academic achievement and well- being for all
Indigenous students and to ensure the next generation of Ontario
students and teachers are educated in the true histories and
contemporary contributions of First Peoples. Taunya believes that
leadership must be grounded in values and enjoys opportunities to
continue contributing to a network of diverse and inclusive leaders.
Prior to joining the OPS in 2015, Taunya served and advocated in various executive positions for
over 25 years to champion rights and access for families and children in urban and on-reserve
Ontario communities. Her professional career began in Early Childhood Education, then
expanded to include Family Mediation, Leadership and Interdisciplinary Studies. During this time,
she contributed to the development of Urban Indigenous education and social support programs
and founded the Native Youth Advancement with Education Hamilton secondary program as well
as a National Charity to support Indigenous employment and training corporations so they can
be inclusive and welcoming work-places.

VICKI PARNELL
Vicki is the administrator of the Self-Reg Parenting group on Facebook.
She works as an RDI Certified Consultant and Special Needs Resource
Navigator, offering parent support and personalized intervention for
families throughout British Columbia who have been affected by
autism and other neurodevelopmental differences. Vicki is also a
student at Simon Fraser University, doing research in early social
development. She is the proud mother of two fantastic young adults,
and in her spare time can be found reading speculative fiction, doing
the New York Times crossword puzzle, inconsistently practicing the
piano, or trying out recipes from her cookbook collection.
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JOE PERSIA
Joe Persia holds an M. Sc. In Education, a B.A. in Business Economics/
H.R. Training & Development and is a former Ph.D. student with SUNY
at Buffalo in their faculty of Education – School of Learning &
Instruction. He’s accumulated over thirty years of experience in
education, and his diverse instructional background includes teaching
positions in post-secondary Economics in addition to those from Grade
8 right on down to Kindergarten where he spent the majority of his
teaching career. Currently, he works with special needs children living
With developmental, communication, and learning exceptionalities.
In his work, it soon became clear to Joe that the academic course charted for children, as well as
it turns out – their long-term health trajectories are largely the result of a mindset forged and
tempered by early life, and psychosocial experiences during the formative years.
Fertile ground for his continuous inquiry and learning in this field continues to be the Early
Learning Kingdom of Kindergarten classrooms and elementary schools where he now brings his
self- and co-regulatory philosophy and play based pedagogy to life.

LISA PINHORN
Lisa is a holistic family interventionist with Feeding Futures, a private
practice she co-founded with her sister. Feeding Futures supports
families and professionals to improve the day-to-day lives of children
with Autism, anxiety, ADHD, OCD, and developmental trauma. She has
over 25 years of non-profit community work, public speaking, and is
an advocate for children and their families. Lisa holds a Bachelor of
Child Studies specializing in Developmental Disabilities from Mount
Saint Vincent University, and a Masters of Education from Memorial
University of Newfoundland and Labrador, in Adult Education.
Lisa is a firm believer that empowered parents, holistic care, and empathic relationships are
powerful, and often missing pieces of pediatric interventions and care. She knows firsthand the
challenges of parenting a child on the autism spectrum.
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MELISSA PINNELL
For over 13 years Melissa has been a teacher of exceptional students
and has worked with children and young adults ranging in age from 7
weeks to 20 years in school and community settings. Her specialties
are Special Education, Reading and working with the deaf. Melissa
continues to be amazed by the variety of situations in which Self-Reg
can play a critical role, believing that Self-Reg can be the missing piece
in combining scientific research and the unique needs of every learner.

MELISSA RAINE
Melissa’s research background is in medieval English literature. After
becoming an Associate Investigator with the Centre for the History of
Emotions in Australia for a project on children’s voices in medieval
narratives, she became aware that the key questions she was asking –
When do children have voices? What are they permitted/expected to
say? What do their voices tell us about the culture they inhabit and
how it understands childhood? – were as relevant for living children
as for the imaginary children of the texts she was researching. As a
result, she expanded her project into a symposium in 2016, “Children’s
Voices in Contemporary Australia”. This coincided with her learning at The MEHRIT Centre, which
informed the shape and questions that were considered on the day. Melissa continues to work
on both projects as well as being a mother to 2 sons.

ARLENE ROBINSON
Arlene is a retired elementary school principal with more than 30 years
in education, wife and mother of two. She has been searching for more
effective ways to support students and adults to their fullest potential
in spite of what lies in their life path. “I came for students and left with
so much more”. For Arlene, Self-Reg is the answer to this search and
she is finding the learning journey to be beneficial both personally and
professionally and believes everyone can benefit from this learning.
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LIZ SHEPHERD
Prior to completing her MSc in Psychology at Trent University, Liz was
deeply involved in voluntary work both in the USA and the UK. Her
voluntary experience ranged from working at an animal shelter to
acquiring resources and funds to support local youth. Her passion for
volunteering, supporting and understanding others led her to pursue
a career in psychology and makes her a natural Self-Regger. Since
starting at The MEHRIT Centre in 2016, Liz has been lucky enough to
have dipped her toes into all aspects of Self-Reg as well as the how
tos of helping run a business as a haven, with Self-Reg at the heart of
everything they do.

ANNE SHOWALTER
Anne is a trained and experienced educator, an academic, a writer, a
mum to three amazing young humans, and a massive over thinker!
After several years managing research and partnerships at SRI SelfRegulation Institute, Anne is thrilled to continue her relationship with
the Self-Reg community that she has come to admire and be inspired
by. Anne passionate about Shanker Self-Reg® because the framework
provides us key understandings and opportunities to care for
ourselves and each other so that we can all a thrive in our beautiful
diverse ways. What drives – and stresses – Anne more than anything
else is the need and struggle for social justice for all.

GUY STEPHENS
Guy Stephens is the founder and executive director of the Alliance
Against Seclusion and Restraint (AASR). Guy started AASR in 2019 to
raise awareness about the use of aversive practices, including
restraint, seclusion, suspension, expulsion, and corporal punishment
in schools across the world. The mission of AASR is to educate the
public and connect people who are dedicated to changing minds, laws,
policies, and practices so that restraint and seclusion are reduced and
eliminated from schools across the nation (and beyond). Guy is a
board member for the Arc of Maryland and a member of the Council
of Parent Attorneys and Advocates (COPAA). Guy believes that we can do better for all children,
and if we can, we must. Guy understands that we need to embrace neurodiversity and
neuroscience to create safe and inclusive environments to ensure equal rights and opportunities.
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CLAIRE ZLOBIN
Claire Zlobin is the founder of Life With a Baby, a parent support
network that started as a local meetup and has since grown into a
cross-country network of over 50,000 members. Along with creating
supports for new parents, Claire is focused on helping moms navigate
Postpartum mood disorders and advocating for children with special
learning needs.
As a new mom facing isolation and postpartum depression, Claire
Zlobin created the support network she couldn’t find in her community.
Thirteen years later, Life with a Baby (LWAB) is Canada’s largest parent peer-support network
with over 55,000 members. The network and its charitable foundation help parents to avoid
social isolation and provide maternal mental health support programs and resources.

MORE BIOS
COMING SOON
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ARLENE ROBINSON
SRSS ASSISTANT

LIZ SHEPHERD
Director, Operations

SUSAN HOPKINS
Executive Director

AND A HUGE THANK YOU TO ALL OF OUR OTHER TEAM
MEMBERS WHO HAVE CONTRIBUTED AS MENTORS,
PRESENTERS, HOSTS AND MORE BUT, MOST
IMPORTANTLY, AS CO-REGULATORS AND FRIENDS.
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